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digital signature pads, sequencers, drum machines, and unique MIDI effects. You also get the option to record your beats directly to a portable computer, thanks to the USB 2.0 high speed interface. The Pa500 is set to shake up the world of DJing and music production, and we've got the Pa500 Bundle for you, complete with a huge bundle of bonus software and hardware that will help you get the
most out of your new sequencer. MIDI Sequencer A whole new way to DJ, record, and mix your music. The Pa500 is set to shake up the world of DJing and music production. This fully functional sequencer is designed to make any DJ an absolute powerhouse, by giving you new tools for sampling, beat crafting, and audio production. This is more than just a MIDI sequencer, however; it’s a fullyfeatured high performance digital signature pad with integrated MIDI sequencer, recording and production environment. Imagine using it as your DJ rig - the Pa500 is packed with a range of innovative features that make it the perfect set of tools for beat making, sampling and producing, and record mixing. If you're a DJ or dance music producer, you will feel right at home using this exciting new
instrument. Designed to deliver a new experience, the Pa500 is a fully featured digital signature pad with MIDI sequencer, audio recorder and production environment. So how can it do this? It gives you a whole new set of tools to create killer grooves and beats, and lets you sample or sample existing music with ease. The Pa500 even lets you record your beats directly to a portable computer, thanks to
the USB 2.0 high speed interface. "The Pa500 is very responsive. It just gives you that extra little bit of control you need. I actually quite like it a bit more than most dedicated signature pads."-Stuart Dredge Design Not your typical signature pad When we started out, we wanted to design a signature pad that would be completely different from anything else on the market. So we set about to create
something new and unique. We wanted to design a signature pad that would be more than just a collection of MIDI pads - it’s more like a high performance DJ or music production machine, so we had to design it from the ground up. The result is a digital signature pad designed with a whole range of innovative features that make 82157476af
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